
  

Solis Marine Consultants launches Alliance network with Myrcator MCS 

London, UK: Solis Marine Consultants has announced that the Group is forming a new Alliance of 
partners to enhance its global reach and independent network of services.  

Whilst remaining fully independent, under the terms of the Alliance, each partner will support the 
other by providing enhanced global reach, greater local attendance and local response capability, and 
additional areas of expertise for the benefit of the partners’ respective clients. 

The Alliance launches with new partner Myrcator Marine & Cargo Solutions FZE in the Middle East.  

Solis Marine currently operates out of a network of offices located in London, Falmouth, Rotterdam, 
Singapore, Shanghai and Qingdao. Founded by Cris Partridge, Myrcator MCS is based in the UAE.  

The partnership provides Solis Marine with dedicated local support for its activities across the Middle 
East, while Myrcator will be able to call upon Solis Marine’s resources globally.   

Solis Marine Group Chairman Nigel Clark said: “As we continue to grow the Group we are looking to 
support that growth by entering into new Alliances with trusted partners such as Myrcator. Not only 
does this give us further geographical reach with the benefit of local knowledge, it also brings 
additional skills into the business. We look forward to working with Cris in the coming years.”    

Cris Partridge, Managing Director at Myrcator, said: “This is an exciting opportunity in the 
development of Myrcator MCS. With this alliance we strengthen our position through enhanced 
services offerings to our clients from renowned experts. We are delighted to be able to add our 
expertise and regional knowledge to Solis Marine’s global footprint. I look forward to developing 
opportunities with and through Solis Marine and working with their team moving forward.” 

Other Alliance partners related to shipping incidents and investigations will be confirmed shortly. 
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About Solis Marine Group 

Solis Marine Group  is an independent, multi-disciplinary marine technical consultancy with offices in 
the UK, the Netherlands, Singapore and China. The Group offers a broad range of services to the 
maritime industry, including salvage and wreck removal consultancy, Special Casualty 
Representatives, expert witness services, warranty surveys, incident reconstruction using AIS data, 
technical due diligence services and fire and chemicals casualty response and consultancy. Solis 
Marine’s clients include P&I Clubs, hull & machinery insurers, maritime lawyers, owners, cargo owners 
and insurers, governments and investors in shipping.    

 

     



About Myrcator Marine & Cargo Solutions 

Myrcator Marine & Cargo Solutions was established in the UAE in 2020 to offer high quality specialised 
marine and cargo consultancy services. Bringing more than 12 years of experience in the Middle East 
and wider regions, we provide technical and practical advises both in the GCC and further afield.  

Through our trusted network of associates, we are able to offer our clients cost effective, experienced 
personnel with extensive local market knowledge. Our services include due diligence services; expert 
witness services; warranty services; OVID and industry standard inspections and audits; cargo 
inspections and project cargo transportation supervision. We count shipowners, charterers, EPCs, 
OPCOs, insurers, lawyers and ship financiers amongst our clients. 

 

 


